Scaffolding collaborative argumentation in asynchronous discussions with message constraints and message labels
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Abstract

This study examined the effects of message constraints and labels on collaborative argumentation in asynchronous online discussions. Thirty-eight undergraduate students in an introductory educational technology course were assigned to one of three groups. In one group, students posted specific types of messages using a prescribed set of message categories such as argument, evidence, critique, and explanation. Using the same message categories, another group inserted message labels directly into the subject headings to identify each message by category and increase the visibility of the arguments and challenges presented in debates. A control group received none of the above instructions and constraints. Students in the constraints-with-labels group were significantly less likely to (a) challenge other students, and (b) respond to challenges from other students. The label used to identify critiques might have discouraged students from posting critiques and shifted attention to posting more arguments, following up explanations with more explanations, and evidence with more evidence.
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1. Introduction

Computer-mediated communication (CMC) has been shown to increase learner-to-learner interaction and facilitate critical thinking in online group discussions (Collins & Collins, 1996; Ravits, 1997; Ward & Tiessen, 1997). As a result, CMC has been used as a means to support collaborative argumentation (CA) – a collaborative inquiry-based learning strategy to practice and develop critical thinking skills in online settings (Derry, Levin, & Osana, 2000). The skills of argumentation involve the processes of building arguments to support a position, and considering and weighing evidence and counter-evidence in developing supporting arguments and identifying weaknesses in opposing claims. Argumentation is also a process for testing out uncertainties, to extract meaning and to achieve deeper understanding (McAlister, 2001). In collaborative argumentation, students discuss and examine complex ill-structured problems and to acquire the skills of argumentation and reasoning, students must practice the skills through discussion and in written scholarship (Lipman, 1991). Collaborative argumentation in CMC or computer-supported collaborative argumentation (CSCA) provides students the opportunity to practice argumentation through writing and discussion simultaneously as students communicate online using text-based communication tools (Baker, 1999).

One of the approaches to scaffolding collaborative argumentation examined in CSCA research is to embed constraints within the discussion environment and interface which requires students to classify and label each posted message to a specific functional category (e.g., argument, evidence, critique, explanation). In this approach, students’ options on the types of messages and responses they can post to a discussion are restricted to a prescribed and stringent set of message categories presented within the discussion environment. The primary purpose for placing constraints on students’ messages is to assist students in maintaining a task-oriented discussion based on some presumed model of the argumentation process. Its second purpose is to reduce the difficulty of teasing out the structure of arguments raised in discussions and to support better understanding of task-related mental structures and arguments (Derry et al., 2000). The ability to better visualize the complex discourse structures can ultimately support problem solving, group communications and learning (Buckingham-Shum, MacLean, Bellotti, & Jammond, 1997; Cho & Jonassen, 2002; Suthers, 1998; Suthers & Hundhausen, 2001; Suthers, Hundhausen, & Girardeau, 2003; Tan, 2000; Turoff & Hiltz, 1998; Veerman, Andriessen, & Kansellaar, 1999). Finally, message constraints and labels can be used to facilitate analysis of the sequential nature of exchanged messages and enable a process-oriented approach to studying student interaction in online discussions (Jeong, 2003a, 2003b, 2003c, 2004).

Despite these claims, various criticisms and concerns have been or should be raised about the use of message constraints and message labels, particularly when the constraints are embedded within a CMC environment. Some of these concerns are that: (1) too much structure reduces level of dialogue and student interaction (Saba & Shearer, 1994), and the constraints inhibit group spontaneity, brainstorming and idea generation given that CMC by itself, without message constraints, already inhibits these particular processes (Hiltz, Turoff, & Johnson, 1986; Hollingshead, 1996); (2) too many restrictions are placed on what students can and cannot contribute to discussions, and that such approaches can appear to students to be overly coercive (Beers, Boshuizen, & Kirschner, 2004); (3) ideas cannot always be assigned explicitly to a given label, and as a result, some ideas may be suppressed or omitted from discussion; (4) ideas cannot be adequately discussed by separating them into separate discrete messages because students already experience
difficulty in seeing the relationships between ideas presented in discussions (Sproull & Keisler, 1991); (5) the formalized procedures represented and mediated through the message constraints might be incomplete, inadequate or even entirely inappropriate based on the argument that actions and tasks are situated and determined by context (Schmidt, 1999); and (6) the computerization of processes can make the procedures problematic because groups must adjust to the computerized methods before the group can function and focus on the task (Poole, Holmes, Watzon, & DeSanctis, 1993).

The following is a description of the message constraint and message label approach to scaffolding collaborative argumentation and a discussion of findings from previous studies that reveal its instructional benefits and challenges. Also discussed are previous studies that have used message constraints and labels as a means to measuring how various factors affect the processes of collaborative argumentation in threaded discussions. The findings highlighted in this discussion provide the rationale for the specific research questions addressed in this study.

1.1. Instructional applications for message constraints and labels

Numerous text-based communication tools have been developed to support collaborative argumentation by embedding message constraints and rules of argumentation within the discussion environment (Duffy, Dueber, & Hawley, 1998; Jonassen & Remidez, 2002; Leinonen, Virtanen, & Hakkarainen, 2002; McAlister, 2003; Weinberger, Fischer, & Mandl, 2001). For example, Jonassen and Remidez (2002) developed a threaded discussion tool called ShadowPDforum that maps specific argument structures onto the hierarchically organized messages by requiring students to classify the function of their messages (e.g., claim, supporting evidence, rebuttal) before messages are posted to the discussion. In this particular system, constraints are also placed on message–response sequences such that messages are attached to responses by a set of constrained links so that, for example, claims can only be linked to supporting evidence, and counter claims can only be linked to rebuttals. The technique of placing constraints on what types of messages can be posted to a discussion, and the use of labels to mark the function of each message, has been applied in other asynchronous discussion environments like ACT (Duffy et al., 1998; Sloffer, Dueber, & Duffy, 1999), FLE3 (Leinonen et al., 2002), Ntool (Beers et al., 2004), and in synchronous chat tools like AcademicTalk (McAlister, 2003).

Weinberger et al. (2001) used message constraints and labels to implement “cooperative scripts” designed to assist students in performing the roles of analyzer and constructive critique. Multiple message categories were presented to help students produce messages that served a particular role (e.g., various types of critiques). They found that cooperative scripts produced more equal participation among students within discussion groups, greater gain in individual students’ knowledge transfer, and higher convergence in shared inferences between group members. Weinberger, Fischer, and Mandl (2004) also found that cooperative scripts significantly increased the divergence of presented knowledge and viewpoints, but had no effect on the groups’ ability to converge towards shared consensus.

Stegmann, Weinberger, Fischer, and Mandl (2004) used a synchronous chat environment to study the effects of message constraints and labels (e.g., claim, premise or restrictions and warrants) and the effects of constraints on response sequences when messages were automatically pre-set and labeled as argument, counter argument, or integration depending on the type of
message eliciting the reply. The findings showed that students generated fewer unsupported claims and achieved greater knowledge of the argumentation process. No differences were found in individual knowledge acquisition, students’ ability to apply relevant information and specific domain content to arguments, and ability to converge towards shared consensus.

1.2. Research applications for message constraints and labels

A few recent studies used message constraints and labels as a means to operationalize and measure the frequency of specific message–response sequences to examine the functional, temporal and social relationships between messages and responses in asynchronous threaded discussions (Jeong, 2003b, 2003c, 2004). In these studies, message constraints and labels were used specifically to address one of the major challenges in coding and analyzing online discussions (Garrison, 2000; Rourke, Anderson, Garrison, & Archer, 2001). The challenge is that online messages often address multiple functions at the same time, particularly in asynchronous discussions when more time is available to compose messages of greater length, making it very difficult to establish the unit of analysis (Gunawardena, Lowe, & Anderson, 1997; Levin, Kim, & Riel, 1990; Newman, 1995). Restricting each message to serve only one function at a time enabled these studies to examine group interaction by using message–response pairs as the unit of analysis. As a result, the sequencing of messages and responses were successfully mapped by determining precisely how likely one type of message was able to trigger a particular type of response. For example, the studies measured the probabilities of eliciting critiques when posting arguments, and the probabilities of eliciting explanations when posting critiques to arguments.

In one case study, Jeong (2004) examined how the combined effects of message function and response time determined how likely a response elicited a reciprocal response from other students. The findings showed that in general the longer a student waited to post a reply to another student’s message, the less likely the student’s reply was to elicit a reciprocal reply from other students. However, the main finding of this study was that critical responses to presented arguments elicited the highest response rate among the other possible types of responses regardless of how long a student took to post the critique in response to a previously stated argument. These findings suggest that the increased visibility of critical responses resulting from the use of message labels can help students sustain and advance discussion threads, which are difficult to achieve in asynchronous threaded discussions (Hewitt & Teplovs, 1999).

In another study (Jeong, 2003c), a controlled experimental design was used to test the effects of constraining the sequences of messages and responses to conform to a particular model of argumentation. For example, arguments could only be followed by replies presenting critiques or evidence, and could not be followed by arguments supporting the opposing position. In other words, the sequential constraints prohibited students from simply replying to main arguments with opposing main arguments or replying in ways that did not directly address issues specifically raised in a previous message linked to the reply. By reducing the types of replies that were not conducive to advancing a discussion thread or argument, the effects of the sequential constraints were found to significantly increase the number of replies that were deemed to be productive. Specifically, this study found a significant increase in the number of elaborations and explanations posted in reply to critiques. These results helped students advance their discussions, and enabled them to exhibit higher-order thinking and reasoning.
In a third study, the gender of a participant was found to be useful in predicting how and how likely students responded to messages from males versus females (Jeong, 2003b). Females were found to be more likely to critique a message from males than from females, males were more likely than females to engage in extended exchanges of critiques, rebuttals and elaborations, and males had a strong tendency to respond to female arguments with supporting evidence. These findings suggested that group composition can strongly influence argumentation between students and that different ways of presenting message constraints and ways to label messages may be needed to encourage specific behaviors not often exhibited by participants of a certain gender.

1.3. Limitations of previous research

One major limitation of the previous studies on CSCA is that little information is provided on how to refine prescribed message categories and message labels to further facilitate argumentation because these studies were primarily descriptive than prescriptive in nature. Previous studies were descriptive because they only examined the relative frequencies of students’ postings for each message type. A prescriptive approach can be achieved by measuring the response probabilities and response distributions for each message type, thus providing a means to predict how likely arguments elicit responses versus no responses, and when they do elicit responses, how likely is the response to be a critique, supporting evidence, explanation, or counter-argument. This type of analysis provides the means to develop process models of collaborative argumentation that examine message–response sequences or patterns of interaction that exemplify productive argumentation (e.g., “argument → critique → explanation” and “argument → critique → counter-critique”). Surprisingly, previous studies report little or no data on how likely arguments elicit supporting evidence or critiques, and how often critiques elicit explanations and counter-arguments. New studies are needed to systematically identify message constraints and effective ways to label the messages to elicit the types of responses that support rather than inhibit argumentation.

Although some preliminary studies have examined the processes of argumentation using message constraints with labels and a prescriptive approach (Jeong, 2003b, 2003c, 2004), the findings from these studies cannot yet be generalized because the findings may have been the direct result of using message constraints and message labels. For example, the effects of gender in collaborative argumentation (Jeong, 2003b) were not tested under conditions using message constraints with message labels versus message constraints without labels. What is uncertain at this time is whether or not the significantly lower rate of confrontational exchanges between females were the product of having to explicitly label messages using the label “critique”, and as a result, drawing greater and unwanted attention to the conflict produced by their critiques. Would the males and females have produced the same response patterns if message constraints were used without the “critique” label or used with a label that carried less or no negative connotation (e.g., “but” or “question”)?

These noted limitations of the previous studies suggest that a controlled study is needed to test for differences in the effects of using message constraints with labels versus without labels in order to (a) understand their relative impact of how message constraints and message labels affect student interaction patterns, and (b) how these resulting patterns support the processes that lead to higher levels of critical discourse. The main rationale for conducting this comparative study is to test the possibility that how and when students respond to messages may be largely affected by
how messages are labeled and not by how messages are constrained to specific functions. This controlled comparison would then lay the foundation to conduct further studies on the effects of gender, response time, or any host of factors that are believed to affect the processes of argumentation in online discussions.

1.4. Theoretical assumptions and rationale for the study

The rationale for comparing the effects of message constraints with labels versus without labels on message–response sequences and for using a process-oriented approach for comparing their effects was based on the assumptions of Dialogic theory of language (Bakhtin, 1981; Koschmann, 1999; Sappo & Mononen-Aaltonen, 1998). The theory assumes that social dialogue must be viewed as part of a social context in which all possible meanings of a word interact, possibly conflict, and affect future meanings. Meaning is produced not by examining an utterance by itself, but by examining the relationship between utterances. The second assumption is that meaning is renegotiated and reconstructed as a direct result of conflict in social interactions. This assumption is supported by extensive research on collaborative learning that has shown that conflict and the consideration of both sides of an issue is needed to drive inquiry, reflection, articulation of individual viewpoints and underlying assumptions, and to achieve deeper understanding (Johnson & Johnson, 1992; Wiley & Voss, 1999).

The implications of these assumptions are that conflict (e.g., argument → critique) and subsequent inquiry triggered by conflict (e.g., critique → explanation, critique → evidence) is produced not by the ideas presented in one message alone, but by the inter-relationship between ideas presented in a message and responses to the message. Given these assumptions, there is reason to believe that message constraints and message labels can significantly affect how often particular types of interactions occur in online discussions. For example, explanations posted in rebuttal to critiques could increase in frequency when “explanation” is explicitly presented as a response option. Furthermore, explanations could also increase in frequency when message labels are used to increase the saliency of critiques and as a result increase the ability of students to identify and respond to arising conflicts.

1.5. Purpose of study

The purpose of this study was to determine how message constraints and message labels affect how and how often students respond to specific types of messages to support argumentation. This study addressed two basic questions regarding two types of message–response sequences needed to produce and higher levels of critical analysis:

(1) **Challenging other students** – Do message constraints with labels increase or decrease the mean number of times a student critiques and challenges messages posted by other students (e.g., argument → critique, evidence → critique)?

(2) **Responding back to challenges** – Do message constraints with labels increase or decrease the mean number of times a student responds back to critiques with rebuttals to provide explanations, counter-critiques, and additional evidence to defend previous claims (e.g., critique → explanation, critique → counter-critique)?
2. Methods

2.1. Participants

In this study, 38 pre-service teachers participated in a series of five debates on five educational issues that took place once per week over a period of 5 weeks. The students were largely undergraduates enrolled in a course on educational technology with 6 males and 32 females.

2.2. Treatment groups

Students were randomly assigned to three treatment groups – control group, constraints-only group, and constraints-with-labels group. In the control group, students received no instructions on what types of messages to post to the debates. Due to attrition, 10 students participated in the control group with 2 males and 8 females.

In the constraints-only group, students were instructed to (a) post specific types of messages from a prescribed set of message categories such as arguments, evidence, critique, and explanation (see Fig. 1), and (b) restrict the content of each message so that each message addressed only one category at a time. The message categories were based on Toulmin’s (1958) model of argumentation and derived from a previous study that conducted a content analysis of on-line debates in a MBA course (Jeong, 2003a). This group consisted on 12 females and 2 males.

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>ARG</th>
<th>Argument in support of the proposition. For example, &quot;Computers can substitute the role of the instructor when kids use computer-based tutorials&quot;. The subject heading for this argument might be something like &quot;ARGs computers as tutors&quot;</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>EVID</td>
<td>Evidence, specific examples, research studies, personal observations &amp; experiences, or proofs. For example &quot;I found an article that shows that...&quot; or &quot;In one course, I used a computer tutorial and I found that...&quot;. The subject heading for these messages might be &quot;EVIDs study finds tutorials to be effective&quot;.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>CRIT</td>
<td>Challenge or critique given arguments, evidence or any other responses from the opposing team. For example, &quot;The personal experiences you've had with computer-based tutorials cannot be generalized to other students because ...&quot; or &quot;The study you cited was flawed because...&quot;</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>EXPL</td>
<td>Explanation, elaborations or clarifications. For example &quot;Computer-based tutorials perform the specific role of assessing students understanding just as an instructor can administer pop quizzes in a classroom&quot;.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>OTH</td>
<td>Other process comments or questions or requests for help, such as &quot;What is a computer-based tutorial?&quot; or &quot;Thanks for responding to my message&quot; or &quot;I think we need to provide more evidence, such as journal articles, textbook readings, personal observation &amp; experiences from past courses, to show that computer-based tutorials perform just as well as an instructor?&quot; or &quot;What exactly did you mean when you said that...?&quot; or &quot;Can you give me more evidence?&quot;</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

Students were also required to insert tags (‘o’ = opposing, ‘s’ = supporting) at the end of each label to identify postings from the opposing versus the supporting team. For example, ARGs for an argument from the supporting team and CRITo for a critical response from the opposing team.

Fig. 1. Message categories used to scaffold and label messages during argumentation.
Students in the constraints-with-labels group, consisting of 12 females and 2 males, were instructed to (a) post specific types of messages using the same prescribed set of message categories used in the constraints-only group, (b) restrict the content of each message so that each message addressed only one category at a time, and (c) label each message with a prescribed label assigned to each message category. Students were required to manually insert the labels into the subject headings of each message (see Fig. 2). Although message titles were not required to be included with the labels, 68% of messages in the constraints-with-labels group were posted with message titles, compared to 32% and 36% in the control and constraints-only group, respectively. Regardless, students in the constraints-with-labels group were able to see all message labels on screen while reading the discussion threads. Therefore, the students were able to see the hierarchical structure of their arguments presented in the hierarchically structured discussion threads. The experimenter occasionally checked the message labels for errors in students’ labels and instructed students to return to the messages to correct for errors. No participation points were awarded for a given debate when students failed to properly label a message.

This study did not compare the effects of message constraints without labels versus message labels without message constraints because a prescribed set of message labels is equivalent to
imposing constraints on messages given that each label is implicitly associated with a specific function or message category.

Students in all the groups were required to post a minimum of four messages per debate in a threaded discussion board in Blackboard, a course management system, to receive four participation points per debate. Within each group, students were assigned to a team to either support or oppose a position. In each debate, students debated issues that explored the appropriate use of educational technology. For example, students debated the position “Computers can substitute the role of the instructor for kids in the future”.

The total number of messages produced in the five weeks of discussion was 207 in the control group, 300 in the constraints-only group, and 265 in the constraints-with-labels group. The mean number of postings per students in the control, constraints only, and constraints-with-labels groups were 4.24 (SD = 1.16), 4.29 (SD = 0.82) and 4.14 (SD = 0.49), respectively. The overall percentage of messages that elicited one or more replies in the control, constraints only, and constraints-with-labels groups were 0.63, 0.60 and 0.56, respectively.

2.3. Statistical analysis

The dependent variable examined in question 1 was the mean number of times a student critiqued (or challenged) messages posted by other students. The dependent variable for examining question 2 was the mean number of times a student responded back to other students’ critiques. Each dependent variable was used to test for differences between the control versus constraints-only group, and to test for differences between the constraint-only versus constraints-with-labels group. As a result, a total of four t-tests were used to examine the two questions addressed in this study. The Bonferroni adjustment was applied to set the a level at $p = 0.0125$ ($p = 0.05/4 = 0.0125$) for each t-test.

This study also used event sequence analysis (Bakeman & Gottman, 1997) to identify prevalent patterns in message–response exchanges. Sometimes referred to as interaction analysis, lag analysis or Markovian chain analysis, the method of event sequence analysis was used to determine: (1) the probability in which a given message was able to elicit a specific type of response; and (2) the probability distribution of the types of responses elicited by each message type. Event sequence analysis has effectively used in other research on group and inter-personal communication to study, for example, communication patterns in the conversations and interactions between married couples (Bakeman & Gottman, 1997, pp. 184–193; Gottman, 1979), children at play (Bakeman & Brownlee, 1982), mother and infant at play (Stern, 1974), and humans and computer-interfaces (Olson, Herbsleb, & Rueter, 1994).

Using event sequence analysis, this study identified prevalent patterns in message–response sequences by: (1) counting the frequency of specific responses to each type of message; (2) converting the response frequencies into transitional probabilities for each observed message–response interaction, e.g., probability of an argument eliciting a critical response versus a response with supporting evidence; and (3) converting the transitional probabilities into transitional state diagrams to provide a visual birds-eye view of interaction patterns. The analysis also included relative frequencies and response rates for each response category. The statistical analysis and transitional state diagrams were generated for each treatment group using the software program, Discussion Analysis Tool (Jeong, 2003a).
Two coders classified the messages in all three groups to check inter-rater reliability and to assign a code to each message posted in the discussions. The Cohen’s \( \kappa \) test of the reliability of the codings was very good for the control group \((k = 0.82)\), the constraints-only group \((k = 0.87)\), and the constraints-with-labels group \((k = 0.87)\). A comparison of the students’ labels with the labels assigned by one of the coders revealed a reliability of \( k = 0.31 \). The most frequent errors in the message labels occurred when explanations were classified as arguments \((n = 10)\), explanations as other statements \((n = 16)\), critiques as arguments \((n = 13)\), arguments as explanations \((n = 10)\), and arguments as other statements \((n = 9)\). Students in the constraints-with-labels correctly labeled 52% of their messages. In all three groups, the experimenter’s codes were used for the data analysis.

3. Results

3.1. Challenging other students

Table 1 contains the mean number of times a student critiqued (or challenged) messages posted by other students within each group. Between the control and the constraints-only group, no significant differences were found in the mean number of critical replies, \( t(24) = 0.22, p > 0.0125 \). Significant differences were found in the mean number of critical replies between the constraints-only and constraints-with-labels groups, \( t(27) = 3.67, p < 0.0125 \). The mean number of critical replies per student in the constraints-only group was 5.21 per student \((SD = 3.31)\) compared to 1.80 in the constraints-with-labels group \((SD = 1.37)\), with an effect size of –0.98. These findings show that constraints with labels significantly lowered students’ tendency to challenge other students’ messages.

3.2. Responding back to challenges

Table 2 contains the mean number of times a student responded back to other students’ critiques within each group. No significant differences were found in the mean number of replies to critiques between the control versus constraints-only group, \( t(24) = -0.62, p > 0.0125 \). Significant differences was found in the mean number of replies to critiques between the constraints-only versus constraints-with-labels group, \( t(27) = 2.88, p < 0.0125 \). The mean number of replies to critiques in the constraints-only group was 2.43 per student \((SD = 1.74)\) compared to 0.87 in the constraints-with-labels group \((SD = 1.13)\), with an effect size of –1.45. These findings show that constraints with labels significantly lowered students’ tendency to respond back to critiques to defend previous claims.

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th></th>
<th>Control</th>
<th>Constraints</th>
<th>w/Labels</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Mean</td>
<td>4.92</td>
<td>5.21</td>
<td>1.80</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>SD</td>
<td>3.48</td>
<td>3.31</td>
<td>1.37</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>N</td>
<td>12</td>
<td>14</td>
<td>15</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

Table 1
Mean number of critical replies posted per student
3.3. Post hoc analysis of message frequencies and distribution

Given the finding that students in the constraints-with-labels group were less likely to critique other students and respond back to critiques, post hoc tests were conducted to determine if this pattern of interaction significantly affected the types of messages students contributed to the debates. For example, Table 3 indicated that 27% of all messages posted by students in the control group were arguments versus 35% in the constraints-only group and 41% in the constraints-with-labels group. To determine if the frequency distributions differed significantly between the groups, three $\chi^2$ tests of independence were conducted in post hoc analysis.

Table 3
Transitional probabilities, number of replies, number of messages per category, response rate, relative frequency of replies elicited per category, and relative frequency of messages per category

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Category</th>
<th>Control</th>
<th>Constraints</th>
<th>w/Labels</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>ARG</td>
<td>0.06</td>
<td>0.06</td>
<td>0.21</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>EVID</td>
<td>0.20</td>
<td>0.00</td>
<td>0.00</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>CRIT</td>
<td>0.04</td>
<td>0.08</td>
<td>0.13</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>EXPL</td>
<td>0.00</td>
<td>0.05</td>
<td>0.22</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>OTH</td>
<td>0.00</td>
<td>0.00</td>
<td>0.00</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

Note that this transitional probability of 1.00 for OTH → OTH interaction was based solely on a frequency of 1 OTH reply to OTH message.
Significant differences were found in the frequencies of messages across the five message categories between the control versus constraint-with-labels group, $\chi^2(4, N=472) = 36.43, p < 0.01$. Specifically, the relative frequency of arguments in the constraints-with-labels group (0.41) was higher than the control group (0.27), while the relative frequency of critiques was lower in the constraints-with-labels group (0.14) than the control group (0.34).

Significant differences were also found between the constraints-only versus constraints-with-labels group, $\chi^2(4, N=565) = 35.88, p < 0.01$. The frequency of arguments in the constraints-with-labels group (0.41) was higher than the constraints-only group (0.35), while the frequency of critiques in the constraints-with-labels group (0.14) was lower than the constraints-only group (0.33). These findings overall show that constraints with labels (as implemented in this study) produced higher frequencies of arguments, possibly because students' made efforts to make up for the lower number of messages posted as critiques and replies to critiques. This finding shows that the constraints with labels used in this study significantly increased the number of proposed arguments considered in the debates, but at the same time, inhibited the process of developing deeper and more critical analysis of individual arguments.

No significant differences were found in the relative frequencies between the control versus the constraints-only group, $\chi^2(4, N=507) = 5.54, p > 0.01$. This finding suggests that the use of message constraints alone did not contribute to increasing the relative frequencies of posted evidence, critiques and explanations in response to presented arguments.

3.4. Post hoc analysis of specific message–response sequences

To conduct a closer examination of some of the specific processes (or message–response sequences) that can be used to demonstrate or measure higher levels of critical analysis, a post hoc analysis was conducted to test for possible differences between the three groups on the mean number of (a) critical replies to arguments (ARG $\rightarrow$ CRIT), (b) explanatory replies to critiques (CRIT $\rightarrow$ EXPL), and (c) critiques or counter-critiques posted in reply to critiques (CRIT $\rightarrow$ CRIT). The assumption is that the message–response sequences of ARG $\rightarrow$ CRIT $\rightarrow$ EXPL and ARG $\rightarrow$ CRIT $\rightarrow$ CRIT are two fundamental processes needed to achieve higher levels of critical discussion.

Significant differences were found in the mean number of critical replies to arguments (ARG $\rightarrow$ CRIT) between the three groups based on a one-way analysis of variance for three independent samples, $F(2, 269) = 11.95, MSE = 0.75, p < 0.01$. Table 4 shows that arguments elicited an average of 0.89 critiques in the control group, versus 0.52 critiques in the constraints-only group, and 0.20 critiques in the constraints-with-labels group. The effect size for the differences between the control group and the constraints-with-labels group was $-0.76$, and the effect size for the differences between the constraints-only versus constraints-with-labels group was $-1.88$. In terms of the proportion of arguments that elicited critiques, 51% of arguments in the control group elicited critical replies compared to 29% in the constraints-only group, and only 16% in the constraints-with-labels group. These findings show that message labeling significantly reduced the frequency of arguments that were critically challenged and analyzed. In other words, constraints with labels significantly affected students’ tendencies to critically challenge or not challenge the arguments of other students.

No significant differences were found in the mean number of explanations posted in reply to critiques (CRIT $\rightarrow$ EXPL), $F(2, 206) = 0.95, MSE = 0.13, p > 0.01$. The average number of explanatory
replies to each critique was 0.14 in the control group, 0.08 in the constraints-only group, and 0.16 in the constraints-with-labels group. Only 13% of critiques received any explanatory replies in the control group, 8% in the constraints-only group, and 11% in the constraints-with-labels group. Furthermore, no significant differences were found in the mean number of counter-critiques posted in reply to critiques (CRIT → CRIT), $F(2, 206) = 0.44$, MSE = 0.23, $p > 0.01$. The mean number of critical responses to each critique was 0.16 in the control group, 0.22 in the constraints-only group, and 0.16 in the constraints-with-labels group. Only 14% of critiques received counter-critiques in the control group, 16% in the constraints-only group, and 14% in the constraints-with-labels group. These two latter findings indicate that constraints with labels did not affect students’ tendencies to respond or not respond back to critiques to defend a previous claim or argument.

### 3.5. Exploratory analysis of group response patterns

To identify alternative explanations for these findings, the transitional probabilities in Table 4 were converted into a transitional state diagram for each group (see Fig. 3). The diagrams provide a visual illustration of how and how often students responded to given types of messages when students chose to respond to a message (versus choosing not to respond at all). The patterns in students’ response choices suggests that the lower frequency of challenges posted by students in the constraints-with-labels group may be attributed to the students’ tendency to respond to arguments with counter-arguments or ARGo → ARGs (0.21 of responses) compared to students in the control group (0.06) and the constraints-only group (0.07). This pattern of responses in the constraints-with-labels group may have diverted students’ attention away from responding to arguments with critiques. This particular response pattern, ARGo → ARGs, provides one possible explanation as to why students in the constraints-with-labels group responded with critiques in only 0.23 of their responses to arguments, compared to 0.45 in the control group and 0.45 in the constraints-only group.
Fig. 3. Transitional state diagrams of the observed message response interactions with transitional probabilities, message frequencies and response frequencies. *Note.* The observed frequencies for each message type and responses to the message are displayed within each node.
Furthermore, the diagrams reveal a higher frequency of EXPL → EXPL and EVID → EVID interactions in the constraints-with-labels group, which suggest that students in the constraints-with-labels group focused more of their postings to support rather than challenge one another’s postings. These two particular patterns of interaction may also have contributed to the low frequency of challenged arguments observed in the constraints-with-labels group. Finally, observed similarities in the distribution of responses to critiques between all three groups help to explain why no differences were found in the frequency of explanatory replies to critiques and counter-critiques posted in reply to critiques between the three groups.

4. Discussion

The purpose of this study was to determine the efficacy of using message constraints with message labels to produce the types of message–response sequences that demonstrate high levels of argumentation and analysis. The main findings in this study, however, showed that the message labels inhibited the processes needed to produce critical argumentation. This study found that students who used message labels were 2–3 times less likely to challenge other students and 2–3 times less likely to respond back to challenges. According to Baker (1999), the need to explain, justify, or understand is felt and acted upon only when conflicts or errors are brought to attention. Critical responses to messages, particularly to arguments, are essential because this process plays a key role in increasing students’ understanding and improving group decision-making (Lemus, Seibold, Flanagin, & Metzger, 2004). As a result, the findings in this study suggest that message labels can potentially inhibit critical argumentation and possibly inhibit student learning.

One plausible explanation for the lower frequency of critiques and ARG → CRIT exchanges is that the label used in the constraints-with-labels group to identify critiques, “CRIT”, carried negative connotations. Its negative connotations could possibly have heightened the perception of critiques and the perceptions of the students that post critiques as being overly confrontational. Butler and Geis (1990) have shown that some behaviors (e.g., critiquing) when exhibited by females can be viewed by others as dominating and emotional, whereas the very same behaviors exhibited by males are often perceived and judged as valuable and responsible contributions to the group. To further compound this problem is that the majority of the students in this study were female, and the research has shown that the female style of communication is more likely to be supportive rather than confrontational (Tannen, 1990), as was demonstrated by the higher frequency of EXPL → EXPL and EVID → EVID interactions observed in this study.

In contrast, males are more likely to engage in argumentation, confront differences in opinions, and defend viewpoints (Tisdell, 1993; Vanfossen, 1996). As a result, a higher proportion of males in the debates could have compensated for the effects of using “CRIT” in labeling the critiques. Furthermore, Jeong (2003b) found evidence to show that females are (a) more likely to critique arguments in online discussions when responding to arguments posted by males rather than by females, and (b) just as likely as males to challenge an argument when the argument is posted by a male. As a result, increasing the male-to-female ratio could also help to increase the number of challenges and response to challenges posted by females and not just by males. If this study had been conducted with all-male or mostly male discussion groups, there is the possibility that the findings in this study could have been entirely reversed to show that constraint-with-labels can improve and not inhibit argumentation.
Another plausible explanation for the findings is that the students may have implicitly established a group norm where the students implicitly agreed not to challenge one another’s arguments due entirely to isolated events, circumstances or idiosyncratic behaviors of particular members in the group. If this were the case, students in the constraints-with-labels groups would have no other option than to focus more of their efforts on identifying arguments and posting support for the arguments as observed in the post hoc analysis. In this study, students were not required nor explicitly instructed to respond to all arguments with critiques. Furthermore, no constraints were placed on message–response sequences – only constraints on message categories. Also, the students did not receive explicit instructions or models on how to challenge arguments. Therefore, another possible explanation is that the students in the constraints-with-labels group, by chance alone, may have been less skilled in challenging arguments than students in the other groups. All of these explanations, however, will need to be further examined and validated through group interviews and pre-testing students’ argumentation skills to control on argumentation skills of students to control for individual differences in argumentation skill.

5. Implications for future research in CMC

Given that the findings of this study are not yet conclusive, future research will need to address some of the following issues. Multiple discussion groups will need to be examined within each experimental condition so that the idiosyncratic behaviors of any one group do not skew the results within an experimental condition. Given that most classes are limited in number of students, dividing the class into smaller and more numerous discussion groups should enable researchers to test each condition using multiple discussion groups. Studies will also need to be conducted by varying male-to-female ratios. Furthermore, students will need more thorough instructions and training to reduce errors when assigning labels to messages. Finally, the patterns of interactions identified with the methods used in this study must ultimately be tested to determine how specific patterns on interaction contribute to group performance, group decision making, and learning outcomes.

Another area for future study is to determine to what extent message constraints and message labels can be used to support future research in CMC. There is the possibility that message constraints and message labels could alleviate some of the problems in parsing messages into discrete units of analysis, coding and assigning the units to functional categories, and analyzing the sequential patterns between messages and responses. The procedures used to implement message constraints and labels in this study will require further development before this technique can be used on a larger scale and used as a process-oriented approach to studying the factors that influence group interaction and the link between specific types of interactions and learning outcomes.

6. Instructional implications

The instructional benefits of using message labels remain in question due to the findings reported in this study. The findings serve to underscore the need to apply particular caution when using message labels to scaffold argumentation in online discussions given that the negative effect
sizes observed in this study were fairly substantial, although not necessarily conclusive. Nevertheless, the techniques of message labeling must be further developed, refined, and examined as a potential tool to assist both instructors and students in monitoring, developing and sustaining more critical discussions.

The findings in this study suggested a number of possible solutions to alleviate some of the potential problems with message labels: use more neutral labels to identify critiques like “question”, and “but”, and present a larger set of message categories and labels to make explicit and encourage multiple approaches to challenging arguments, such as testing for accuracy, validity, plausibility, and relevance. If future studies were to show that labels can improve argumentation under certain circumstances (e.g., all-male or mostly male discussions), the problems that remain (e.g., the way females might respond to certain labels) could be compensated by introducing additional strategies and requirements, such as designating students to play the role of devil’s advocate, explicitly require students to post a certain number of critiques and replies to critiques, balance the male–female ratio when possible, instruct and model the desired interactions to students, and set rules to prevent students from posting excessive and sometime redundant arguments so that more resources can be directed to challenging and analyzing individual arguments.

If the techniques of message constraints and labeling can be refined to a state where students can classify and label messages with high accuracy and make positive contributions to collaborative argumentation, these and other techniques demonstrated in this study may one day serve as a means to create discussion tools capable of providing real-time data and visual representations of group processes to facilitate online collaboration – particularly for highly structured tasks like argumentation. At the same time, such tools will also enable researchers to collect larger corpus of data across larger populations to thoroughly examine how different factors help to elicit interactions that produce critical discussions and how critical discussions help to improve group decision-making and problem solving.
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